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Abstrat
The minimum feature size of a rossing-free straight line drawing is
the minimum distane between a vertex and a non-inident edge. This
quantity measures the resolution needed to display a gure or the tool size
needed to mill the gure. The spread is the ratio of the diameter to the
minimum feature size. While many algorithms (partiularly in meshing)
depend on the spread of the input, none expliitly onsider nding a mesh
whose spread is similar to the input. When a polygon is partitioned into
smaller regions, suh as triangles or quadrangles, the degradation is the
ratio of original to nal spread (the nal spread is always greater).
Here we present an algorithm to quadrangulate a simple n-gon, while
ahieving onstant degradation. Note that although all faes have a quad-
rangular shape, the number of edges bounding eah fae may be larger.
This method uses Θ(n) Steiner points and produes Θ(n) quadrangles. In
fat to obtain onstant degradation, Ω(n) Steiner points are required by
any algorithm.
We also show that, for some polygons, a onstant fator annot be
ahieved by any triangulation, even with an unbounded number of Steiner
points. The spei lower bounds depend on whether Steiner verties are
used or not.
1 Introdution
1.1 Problem and Motivation
This paper ontains an analysis of planar polygon deompositions, fousing on
the objetive that among all new point-edge distanes produed, none should
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be muh smaller than those in the input. Speially, the minimum feature
size of a nonrossing planar straight line drawing (a speial ase of whih is the
nonrossing set of line segments forming a polygon) is the minimum distane
between two non-touhing edges. Our goal is to bound the hange in minimum
feature size that results from deomposing a polygon into triangles, quadrangles,
and so on.
Feature size was introdued in the ontext of meshing [7℄, where it inuenes
the neessary mesh omplexity that guarantees ertain levels of quality. See
also [1, 5℄.
Another motivating example is the 95-year-old algorithm by Lowry [6, 3℄ for
nding a ommon dissetion of any two polygons of equal area. This algorithm
starts by triangulating the polygon, then using a dissetion from 1778 to onvert
eah triangle into a retangle with a ommon height ǫ equal to half the minimum
height of all triangles. The algorithm uses O(A/ǫ) piees where A is the area
of the polygon, and this bound is learly the best possible for eah individual
piee. The issue is that ǫ depends on the hoie of triangulation. We show
that a triangulation without Steiner points ould be fored to have ǫ arbitrarily
small, even if the input polygon has a onstant number of verties and a onstant
spread. The spread is the ratio of diameter over minimum feature sizeroughly,
the ratio between the largest and smallest distanes. We remind the reader that
the diameter is the largest distane between any two points in the union of the
edges. The term spread omes from the analogous measure for point sets [2℄.
Essentially, this paper an be thought of as an impliit study of meshing
with the objetive of preserving feature size, or equivalently, spread (meshing
does not aet diameter).
Lowry's algorithm is an example of a pseudopolynomial bound. Quite om-
mon in problems with integer inputs, pseudopolynomial bounds are polynomial
in the input size, n, and in the sum of the input integers, often denoted N .
Subset Sum, for example, has a pseudopolynomial-time algorithm, but has no
polynomial-time algorithm unless P = NP, being weakly NP-omplete [4℄.
Pseudopolynomial bounds are also ommon in omputational geometry, where
problems have real inputs suh as point oordinates. One approah is to assume
that the real inputs are rationals, whih inludes most representations of real
numbers on a digital omputer, sale them all to beome integers, and let N
be the sum of the resulting integers. However, some geometries, espeially the
outputs of geometri algorithms, are impossible to represent with rational o-
ordinates. For this reason, omputational geometers generally prefer the real
RAM model of omputation, where eah input an be any real number, and
algorithms have the ability to do only basi arithmeti, radial, and sign om-
putations on these real numbers.
The usual approah for a pseudopolynomial bound on a real RAM is to
measure the eetive resolution of the input using basi geometri quantities.
A pseudopolynomial bound might be polynomial in the input size n and in the
spread r. Note that, as with problems with (distint) integers, n ≤ N , here we
have a (slightly weaker) bound of n = O(r2).
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While many algorithms attain pseudopolynomial bounds, e.g., on running
time, and thus depend on spread, few algorithms onsider the spread of their
output, as we have seen in our example. This omission beomes important
when trying to hain algorithms together. Thus one an see the importane of
our objetive of obtaining a bounded inrease in feature size when produing a
deomposition.
1.2 Preliminaries
Denition 1. For any planar straight line drawing G, the minimum feature
size, mfs(G), is the minimum distane between a vertex and a non-inident edge.
Let diam(G) denote the diameter of G. The spread, spread(G), is mfs(G)diam(G) .
We are interested in subdividing an n-sided polygon P into a planar straight-
line drawing G suh that the minimum feature size of G is as lose as possible
to that of P . We all the ratio mfs(P )mfs(G) the degradation of the deomposition of
P into G. In this paper we bound the degradation in terms of n, for various
ommon types of deompositions.
We will be looking at three types of deompositions, known as triangula-
tions, where the interior of P is partitioned into triangles. See Figure 1. The
most ommon deomposition of a polygon is the lassi triangulation, where
non-rossing hords are added between verties of P , until the interior of P is
partitioned into triangles. More general types of triangulations allow the ad-
dition of verties (known as Steiner points) on or inside P . We will onsider
two suh triangulations; a proper triangulation forbids the plaement of Steiner
points in the interior of any edge. In other words, no two edges inident to a
ommon Steiner point are ollinear. In the dual graph of the triangulation all
verties have degree at most 3. A non-proper triangulation simply partitions
P into triangles, with no restritions. Three types of quadrangulations, or in
general k-rangulations, are dened analogously.
Figure 1: Types of triangulations: lassi, proper, non-proper. Steiner points
are blue.
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Triangulation Quadrangulation
Classi Ω(n) Ω(n)
Proper Ω
(
logn
log logn
)
, O(log n) Ω
(
log n
log logn
)
, O(logn)
Non-proper O(log n) Θ(1)
Table 1: Our Results. The best minimum feature size degradation values are
indiated, for various deompositions of an n-vertex polygon. The quadrangu-
lation results also hold for any k-rangulation for k ≥ 4. We onjeture that the
three O(log n) values are tight.
1.3 Contributions in this paper
In setion 2 we show that lassi k-rangulations, for any k, annot guarantee
low degradation of minimum feature size. Speially, we show all lassi k-
rangulations of a regular n-gon have a minimum feature size degradation of
Ω(n). In Setion 3 we show that there is a family of n-sided polygons for
whih all proper k-rangulations have a minimum feature size degradation of
Ω
(
logn
log log n
)
. On the positive side, in setion 4 we give a Θ(n)-time algorithm
that produes a Θ(1)-degradation non-proper quadrangulation for any polygon
with n sides.
2 Lower bound for lassi triangulations
Lemma 1. For every n, there is a polygon Pn suh that all lassi triangulations
of Pn have degradation Ω(n).
Proof. Consider a regular even n-gon Pn, with unit sides. The minimum feature
size is 1. Thus the spread is sin π
n
.
By the Two Ears Theorem, any lassi triangulation T of a polygon must
ontain two disjoint triangles, eah ontaining two adjaent edges of the polygon.
The minimum feature size of these triangles is sin π(n−2)2n . Thus any triangulation
of Pn will have a degradation of Ω(n).
The arguments of the above proof an be extended trivially to quadrangles
or any deomposition of onstant size.
3 Bounds on proper triangulations
In this setion we prove that any onstant-size deomposition (i.e. r-rangulation)
of a ertain lass of n-gons must have a degradation of Ω( log nlog logn ). We rst
bound the maximum degree that a vertex an have within a retangle, in order
to maintain a unit minimum feature size (setion 3.1). The main result follows
in setion 3.2.
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3.1 Maximum Degree in a Retangle
Lemma 2. Given vertex a and two inident edges ab and ac, if minimum feature
size = 1, then ∠bac ·min(|ab|, |ac|) ≥ 1.
Proof. Refer to Figure 2. Assume w.l.o.g. that 1 ≤ |ab| ≤ |ac|. The distane
from b to ac is |ab| ·sin∠bac. This distane must be at least 1 in order to ahieve
unit minimum feature size. Sine |ab| · ∠bac ≥ |ab| · sin∠bac, our laim holds.
Figure 2: Proof of Lemma 2.
Denition 2. For a point c in a retangle R, let d(c, θ, R) be the distane from
c to the boundary of R along a ray of angle θ with respet to the x-axis.
The following lemma relies on elementary trigonometry and thus no proof is
given.
Lemma 3. Let c, p be two points in a k × n axis-aligned retangle R. Let θ be
the angle between cp and the x-axis. If θ ≤ tan−1 n
k
then d(c, θ, R) ≤ kcos θ . If
θ ≥ tan−1 n
k
then d(c, θ, R) ≤ nsin θ .
Theorem 1. Within a k× n retangle R, let a point c be onneted to q points
{p1, . . . , pq}. The minimum feature size an equal 1 only if q = O(k log
n
k
).
Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that R is axis-aligned and at least q/4 of the points pi
are above and to the right of c. Let this subset be denoted by P ′. Let γi be the
angle of cpi relative to the x axis. Separate the points in P
′
into two groups
P ℓ, P s depending on whether γi is larger or smaller (respetively) than tan
−1 n
k
.
Let P ′′ be the larger of the two groups. Let l = |P ′′| and assume that the points
in P are numbered suh that P ′′={p1, p2, . . . pl}. Furthermore for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ l,
if P ′′ = P s, γi ≤ γj (otherwise if P
′′ = P ℓ, γi ≥ γj).
We laim that
∫ γi+1
γi
d(o, θ, R)dθ ≥ 1, where o is the lower-left orner of R.
By Lemma 2:
1 ≤ ∠picpi+1 ·min(|cpi|, |cpi+1|)
Sine for all i the segment cpi is inside R, |cpi| ≤ d(c, γi, R), so
≤ ∠picpi+1 ·min(d(c, γi, R), d(c, γi+1, R))
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For any given angle within the range onsidered here, the distane from o to the
boundary of R is greater than the equivalent distane from c. Thus we have:
≤ ∠picpi+1 ·min(d(o, γi, R), d(o, γi+1, R))
Sine the distanes inrease with the angles:
= ∠picpi+1 · d(o, γi+1, R)
Sine ∠picpi+1 = γi+1 − γi:
=
∫ γi+1
γi
d(o, γi+1, R)dθ
Again, beause distanes inrease with angles:
≤
∫ γi+1
γi
d(o, θ, R)dθ
Thus we establish our laim that 1 ≤
∫ γi+1
γi
d(o, θ, R)dθ. Next we laim that the
following holds:
8(q−1) ≤ l =
l∑
i=1
1 ≤
l−1∑
i=1
∫ γi+1
γi
d(c, θ, R)dθ
≤
∫ γi
γ1
d(o, θ, R)dθ
The proof depends on whether P ′′ = P ℓ (left) or P ′′ = P s (right). In the former
ase, angles range from 0 to tan−1 n
k
, whereas in the latter ase they range from
tan−1 n
k
to
π
2 .
≤
∫ tan−1 n
k
0
d(o, θ, R)dθ ≤
∫ pi
2
tan−1 n
k
d(o, θ, R)dθ
By Lemma 3, the left and right inequalities respetively beome:
=
∫ tan−1 n
k
0
k
cos θ
dθ =
∫ pi
2
tan−1 n
k
n
sin θ
dθ
The right expression is simpler to bound so we handle it rst. Sine n+k is a
trivial upper bound on any distane in R,
≤
∫ pi
2
tan−1 n
k
(n+k)dθ
Having removed the dependeny on θ, we manipulate the limits of the integral
and use tan−1 x = π2 − tan
−1 x−1 to obtain:
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=∫ tan−1 k
n
0
(n+k)dθ = (n+k) tan−1
k
n
Sine tan−1 x = x− x
3
3 +
x5
5 −
x7
7 −
x9
9 . . ., and n ≥ k, we get
= O
(
(n+k)
k
n
)
= O(k)
This onludes the right ase. We return to the left ase,
∫ tan−1 n
k
0
k
cos θdθ. Sine∫
1
cos θdθ = 2 tanh
−1 tan θ2 :
= 2k tanh−1
(
tan
tan−1 n
k
2
)
− 2k tanh−1
(
tan
0
2
)
Sine tanh−1 tan 0 = 0:
= 2k tanh−1 tan
(
1
2
tan−1
n
k
)
Sine tanh−1 x = 12 (log(1+x)− log(1−x)):
= 2k
1
2
(
log
(
1 + tan
(
1
2
tan−1
n
k
))
− log
(
1− tan
(
1
2
tan−1
n
k
)))
Sine tan 12x ≤ tanx for x ≥ 0:
≤ k
(
log
(
1 + tan tan−1
n
k
)
− log
(
1− tan
(
1
2
tan−1
n
k
)))
= k
(
log
(
1 +
n
k
)
− log
(
1− tan
(
1
2
tan−1
n
k
)))
The value tan(12 tan
−1 n
k
) ranges between 0 and 1. However it equals 1 only
if k = 0, whih is a degenerate ase that we exlude. Therefore the seond log
term is well dened and always has a negative value. Sine n ≥ k, the negative
value is bounded by a onstant, so we an laim that:
≤ k
(
log
(
1 +
n
k
)
+O(1)
)
= O
(
k log
n
k
)
Combining the O(k) and O
(
k log n
k
)
bounds for the left and right ases yields
q = O
(
k log
n
k
)
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3.2 Main Proof
Lemma 4. Let T be a proper r-rangulation of polygon P . Let p be a vertex
suh that the leftward ray from p starts out within P and intersets some edge
of T . Then p has a path of at most r−2 edges to a vertex at least 1 unit to its
left.
Proof. Refer to Figure 3. Let rq be the rst segment rossed by the leftward
ray from p in T . Assume w.l.o.g. that q is to the left of r. Note that sine
the minimum feature size of T is at least 1, the ray must travel at least a unit
distane before hitting rq. Thus the horizontal distane from p to q is at least
1.
If T is a proper triangulation then p must be onneted to q by an edge in T ,
as illustrated on the right in Figure 3. In general, if T is a proper r-rangulation,
q and p must still be on the same fae and are onneted by a hain of at most
r−2 edges. Note that this is not true in a non-proper k-rangulation.
Figure 3: Illustration of Lemma 4.
Clearly, Lemma 4 holds regardless of the diretion hosen for the ray. In
general for a given diretion, we say that the seleted vertex q is the parent of
p.
Given positive integers n and k, let P (n, k) be the polygon illustrated in Fig-
ure 4. If its lower-left vertex is the origin, the ve remaining verties that dene
its shape have oordinates (0, 2k), (k+nk2, 2k), (k+nk2, k), (k, k), (k+nk2, 0).
Thus the polygon is ontained in a (k+nk2) × 2k retangle. An additional n
verties are plaed k units apart from eah other, starting from the top-left
vertex on the top horizontal edge of P (n, k).
The minimum feature size of P (n, k) is k. We dene the retangle R =
[(k, k), (k, 2k), (k+nk, 2k), (k+nk, k)] as the ritial region.
Theorem 2. If P (n, k) has a proper r-rangular deomposition with minimum
feature size 1, then k = Ω
(
logn
log logn
)
.
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Figure 4: Lower bound example for proper r-rangulations: polygon P (n, k).
Proof. First, observe that no Steiner points an be plaed in the interior of the
bottom edge of the ritial region R, beause they would be less than one unit
away from the diagonal edge.
Sine the deomposition is proper, eah of the n verties at the top of R
must be inident to hords. These hords may end at the lower two verties
of R, or at Steiner points within R, or may lead outside of R via its left/right
edges.
Notie that at most k−1 hords an ross either of the left/right edges of R,
sine the length of those edges is k.
Now onsider the set of verties in R, inluding any Steiner verties added in
a r-rangular deomposition. For eah of these verties, we hoose the downward
diretion to onstrut parent relations, aording to Lemma 4. The only verties
that are not assigned parents are the two loated on the bottom edge of R. Thus
the sinks", i.e. verties where the parent hierarhy ends, are the two bottom
verties and/or verties outside R. These relations form a forest of trees, with a
total of n leaves on the top edge of R. Note that the number of trees is at most
2k sine we have established that this is the number of hords that an exit R.
Thus one of these trees , T , must have at least n2k leaves.
Aording to Theorem 1, in a deomposition of a nk × k retangle, the
degree of any vertex must be O
(
k log nk
k
)
= O(k logn) in order to preserve a
unit minimum feature size. This implies that T has height Ω(logk logn(n/2k)).
Furthermore, the same bound holds for the vertial distane from root to leaf,
sine eah parent pointer represents a vertial separation of at least one unit,
spread over at most r−2 verties (where r is a onstant).
However, by onstrution we know that this vertial distane is at most k.
So we obtain k = O(logk logn(n/2k)).
Theorem 2 tells us that by seleting k = lognlog log n , the minimum feature size
will drop from k to 1. Thus we obtain the following.
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Corollary 1. For any onstant r, there exist n-gons for whih all proper r-
rangulations have a degradation of Ω
(
logn
log logn
)
.
4 Non-proper quadrangulations an preserve min-
imum feature size
In this setion we show how to onstrut a non-proper quadrangulation for any
polygon, suh that the minimum feature size degradation is Θ(1). We use Θ(n)
Steiner points, and the onstrution an be omputed in linear time.
Let P={p1, . . . , pn} be an n-gon with minimum feature size 1. Consider
the well-known grassre transformation, GP (t), ommonly used to visualize the
formation of the medial axis of a polygon P . GP (t) is the result of shrinking P
by lighting a re along its boundary, and assuming that the re will progress at
unit speed and will last for t units of time. If P has unit minimum feature size,
GP (t) will produe a onneted region as long as t < 0.5.
We onstrut the urve P2 = GP (
2
5 ). One more we apply the grassre
transformation, this time to P2, but we expand outward. In some sense we are
omputing P1 = G
−1
P2
(15 ), where the inverse sign denotes outward expansion. It
is not diult to see that P1 is ontained in GP (
1
5 ). Thus we have onstruted
a tube" of onstant
1
width 1/5, onned between GP (
1
5 ) and GP (
2
5 ).
Our tube has the property that any point inside it has distane at least 1/5
to P . This is important beause we intend to plae Steiner verties in the tube,
speially in the viinity of eah bend. In fat we will onstrut a polygon with
boundary ontained in the tube.
The tube onsists of n bends, one per vertex of P . Eah bend onsists of a
greater" irular ar (spanning an angle of at most π), a minor" o-irular ar
(possibly a degenerate point, spanning the same angle at onstant distane 1/5
from the greater ar), and two segments of length 1/5, joining the ar endpoints
(at right angles). Let us all the two segments doors. Between eah bend (from
door to door), the tube has a retangular shape of width 1/5.
We will loosely onstrut our (Steiner) polygon, by providing a irular re-
gion for the loation of eah vertex. These irles will have a diameter of 1/20,
i.e. a quarter of the tube's width. Later on we will x the preise loation of
eah vertex in its region. Eah irle will have its enter on a spei urve
whih we all the tube's trak. The trak is onstruted as follows. Within
eah bend, from door to door, the trak is o-irular to the bend at a onstant
distane of 1/40 from the greater ar. Between two bends, the trak is a straight
onneting segment.
Now we an ll the trak with irles, evenly spaing them so that two
onseutive irles are 1/20 apart. The rst and last irles added may be
1
Here, onstant width means that every point on the outer boundary has distane 1/5 to
some point on the inner boundary, and vie versa. In fat, only reex verties, where the tube
bends, have multiple equidistant points (along irular ars).
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3/20 apart, but then we an re-position everything and the spaing will beome
slightly larger, without aeting our laims.
A greater" ar has length at most
2
5π, so the trak within one bend has
length at most
15
40π. Thus the number of irles interseting eah bend is on-
stant (roughly 25, at most. In fat this an probably be redued to around 3-4).
We delete all irles not interseting a bend. Thus the total number of irles
(and Steiner verties) will be O(n).
Now we superimpose our entire struture on a square grid of resolution
1/40. This means that every irle will ontain at least one grid point. For
eah irle we hoose suh a point as a Steiner vertex. Next we join the Steiner
verties in the order of the irles appearing on the trak. This reates a polygon
P ′ = {a1, a2, . . . , a(On)}.
The size of the irles is small enough that any polygon onneting them
will not interset P1. An equivalent statement is to say that the onvex hull
of two onseutive irles avoids P1. This is trivially true for the retangular
omponents, and for any bend where the smaller ar is on P2. On the other
hand if the bend's greater ar is on P2, the only edge of the hull that ould
interset P1 is the segment s tangent to the irles, losest to P1. Consider the
irular ar c that is 1/4 of the way from P2 to P1. The two irles t tightly
in the sub-tube between c and P2. We plae two segments, tangent to the two
irles in question, and orthogonal to c. Let x1 and x2 be the intersetion points
of the segments with c. Every point on the segment between x1 and x2 is loser
to P1 than s is. Thus it sues to establish that this segment does not interset
P1. The ar orresponding to this segment is the angle spanned by three irles.
As established earlier, this angle is a onstant (roughly
3
25π). Thus the losest
point of the segment to the lesser ar of the bend is also a onstant. Thus the
separation between P and P ′ is at least 1/5.
Furthermore, it an be veried that no two Steiner verties within a bend will
have a separation smaller than that between onseutive verties. What remains
is to prove that no two bends are lose to eah other (in other words, we must
prove that the Steiner verties of P ′ are suiently separated). Every bend is
assoiated with a vertex of P , or, to put it dierently, with two onseutive
edges of P . We know that every Steiner vertex of a bend has distane at most
2/5 from both assoiated edges of P . When we ompare Steiner verties from
two dierent bends, we an identify one assoiated edge from eah bend, suh
that the hosen edges are entirely disjoint (i.e. they don't even have a ommon
endpoint). Sine those two edges must have a separation of at least 1, we an
onlude that the two groups of Steiner verties have separation at least 1/5.
At this point, we an onlude that the union of P and P ′ has a minimum
feature size of Θ(1). We an also add hords from eah pi to all the Steiner
verties in its assoiated bend. This reates several triangles that are roughly
isoseles and have a ommon apex. Sine the angle of eah suh triangle at the
ommon apex is a onstant, the separation between the newly introdued hords
and their opposite verties is also onstant. As a result, the zone Z between P
and P ′ beomes quadrangulated, with onstant feature size.
Let T be the trapezoidal deomposition of P ′ resulting from extending hori-
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zontal rays from eah of its verties. The onstrution of T plaes an additional
O(n) Steiner verties on P ′ (i.e. on the inner boundary of Z). The minimum
feature size of T is Θ(1) sine all its verties are on our grid of resolution 1/40.
Horizontal lines are 1/40 apart, whih means all new verties are at least 1/40
apart from other verties, old or new. Sine the new verties are on P ′, they
are at a safe distane from the boundary of P as well. Thus we onlude the
following.
Theorem 3. The planar straight line drawing onsisting of the union of Z and
T is a non-proper quadrangulation with a onstant minimum feature size.
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